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A campaign poster of 1900 replete with reminders and
symbolism. Courtesy of the New York Public Library.

the first part of this article. As an example of his plan,
Secretary Gage could have chosen a note type that was
being discontinued. He feared the election of William
Jennings Bryan, and, in anticipation of an immediate
need for treasury notes to purchase silver if Bryan was
elected, it is doubtful if Gage would have aided Bryan by
having new treasury note designs waiting in the wings.
Such a need would only be delayed with the
appointment of a new Secretary of the Treasury.

Bryan surprised everyone by campaigning against
President McKinley's foreign policy of imperialism:
silver was not the number one issue. Nevertheless,
Bryan was defeated 7,217,525 to 6,358,737.

Secretary Gage also lost support for his plan to
simplify the design of our paper money. Probable
examples were put aside and filed away. as often
happens to unpopular ideas. But now, after 80 years,
two examples of "what might have been" have been
disclosed for the enjoyment and benefit of syngraphists.

1, "Story of an Unissued Silver Certificate", Gene Hessler,
Paper Money, Vol. 12, 1973, No. 4

2. In a letter dated 24 June 1980 from the Bureau of Engraving
and Printing.

3. Ibid.
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THE PAPER COLUMN
by Peter Huntoon

EXOTIC SERIALS
Sooner or later every collector of paper money spruces

up his collection with some exotic serial numbers. For
some this is just a way to add a little dressing, for others,
serials are an obsession. Regardless, they offer lots of
enjoyment and have been important, and constructive,
elements in the hobby since its inception.

You might be surprised to learn that many early
collectors spent a great deal of effort in locating low and
attractive serials. Col. Green and Albert Grinnell owned
loads of them and, in fact, their holdings were the
ultimate sources for many of the attractive and low
serials in the large size series offered in the market
today.

Number 1's are the top of the heap.

Philpot Gets $135!

William Philpot handled hundreds of low serial
numbered notes in his lifetime. In fact, Philpot sold me
the $20 1934 FRN shown here with serial K00000001*.
This was the first note for which I paid more than $100!
After the paper bug bit me in 1963, I began to expand my
horizons from the current $1, $2, and $5 denominations
to bigger things. In 1965, I decided to try for a type set of '
the early small size $5's, particularly the $5 1928 and
1934 FRN's. Just as my appetite increased, I stumbled
across one of Philpot's ads in Coin World offering low
serial 1929 Federal Reserve Bank Notes.
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He did not list green seal Feds, but having heard of
him before, and believing that he probably had saved
packs of low serial notes from the old days, I took a
chance. I wrote him requesting that he send me a
selection of the early FRN $5's and if possible to include
some with serials under 100. I boldly enclosed a check
for $200 and expected to get at least eight notes in
return. That did not work out.

Instead, Philpot sent a registered letter containing
two notes: the K00000001* shown here at $135, and a $20
Series of 1929 FRBN with serial C00000051A at $65. The
latter was a note from his ad that had not moved. He
advised that he was temporarily out of low serial $5
FRN's. I was a little hesitant to spend so much for two
notes and was preparing to send the lot back. My wife
intereceded on behalf of the number one — she, it turned
out, could not live without it so we kept the lot. That was
the first and last thing I ever got from Philpot, but the
psychological barrier of spending over $100 for a single
note was down! Also, my wife had a stake of her own in
the collection so there was peace at home.

Single digits are always popular

Low Serials

It seems that there is a fair market for any notes from
the first pack — that is, notes with serials 1 to 100. Of
course, the best are the single digit notes and the even or
pretty numbers such as 20 or 44. However, numbers
such as 67 eventually sell. Once you get above serial 100,
they move much more slowly. Above 1000 and you can
count on spending most of your find.

Early FRN $1 collectors used to get very excited about'
four-zero notes, those starting with 0000. When I used to
collect the things, I beat the bushes for these low serials.
They commonly sold for about $3 to $5 each. I don't see
too many offered any more but am somewhat away
from the crowd who collects them. When I handled the

Whole No. 91

Harry Colemen Estate, we had hundreds of them, and a
few hundred eventually deposited in the bank to clear
the estate.

I have always enjoyed the low serials on small notes
more than those on the large size because they look more
dramatic with their preceding zeros. For visual impact,
compare the small size K00000001* with the large size
M1A shown here. Same goes for the large $1 SC with
serial D2B, as compared to the 1935E $1 with serial
M00000003H. As an historical footnote, you might find
it interesting to learn that Abe Kosoff sold the M1A to
me in one of his fixed price "warehouse" cleaning sales
in 1966. The price — $27.50.

Contrary to the popular myth, not all first packs are
caught at the Feds and sold to major dealers. Many
reach banks and are unceremoniously dumped into
circulation. I remember having the first two bricks of
1963 $5 FRN's with serials 1 through 8000 floating
around Arizona for months. The lowest serial that I was
able to recover from circulation was K00000087A. The
nicest, K00005555A. Both grades VF or so. Shown is a
similar $5 with serial J00000022A which a teller friend
recovered in Tucson. This circulated hundreds of miles
and many months before being discovered.

All aces!

Attractive Serials

If you like serials, go for the best because they always
have a ready market. For example get the eight-of-a-
kinds, or attractive repeaters like the 31313131 shown
here. Notes such as the large $1 1899 SC with the serial
U59999999U are nice but they just don't quite have the
stellar appeal as a more perfect serial. Of course, they
look a lot nicer in a collection than the average number,
but sometimes they cause more frustration than
pleasure!

Radar serials seem to have a ready market, especially
those consisting of two digits such as 04000040.
However, even notes such as the $1 Series of 1891
Treasury Note shown here with serial B43577534* can
find a happy home.

Nationals

Even National Bank Note collectors take pride in the
number one serials in their collections. Many thousands
of number one sheets were issued in all series of
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Eight of a kind

Matched serials and district letters

Nationals. Surviving specimens and sheets grace many
collections and always bring a premium. The market for
other low numbers, those between two and 100, for
instance, is surprisingly soft in Nationals. They just do
not have the appeal of their counterparts in the other
series. Why, I don't know, but even I don't value them
too highly. They just come as a bonus. What I would find
very interesting on a National Bank Note would be a
number one TREASURY serial. A prominent dealer
friend claims to have one but he has been reluctant to
show it to me for some reason. Have you seen one?

An unusually good radar serial note: B43577534*
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Matched End Numbers?

The only serial fad that I have been unable to
understand is the matched end number syndrome in the
current FRN $1 and $2 notes. Here the collector breaks
his neck to find notes all ending in the same two, three,
or even four serials, regardless of the first numbers in
the serial. You end up with notes looking like 68507899,
27437899, etc. I have found that unless they are the
rarest blocks, they spend just as well as the next note.

Caution

Before you dive headlong into serials, learn from the
standard catalogues and other references just how the
various series were serial numbered. There are
surprises. For example, there are lots of number one
notes in certain early series such as the Demand Notes
because serial numbering reverted to one frequently in'
the numbering process. Remember that except for type 2
1929 notes, all notes on a sheet of Nationals have the
same serial. If you get an uncirculated specimen, there
are usually three or five more of them floating around
from the same sheet depending on whether it is a large
or small size note.

Not all low numbers are caught at the source. This note
from the first pack circulated all the way to Tucson,
Arizona, before being discovered in very good condition.

Attractive repeaters always have a ready market

Attractive serials are always popular but all 9's would
be better!

Top note out of the first sheet of $100's on this bank. No
high serials are possible because the bank issued only
19 sheets!
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